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From the Editor - Don Carson, NAR #11 069

Back in October, Zog-43 sent a team to WFF to cover the Antares OA-5 launch. Alex and the

Wil l iams brothers did a great job under some difficult conditions. In this issue, we have Part 1 of

the coverage. Part 2 wil l be in the next issue.

Kevin Johnson dug up an intriguing set of plans for a DIY wind tunnel. I know you don’t have one

of those in your shop. I t looks l ike a relatively simple build. The 2nd half of wind tunnel project

plans wil l be in the next issue.

Steve Humphrey continues the series of backstories from club members who participated in the

201 6 World SpaceModell ing Championships.

We have a great tip for getting that nasty CA off your fingertips from our friends at the RC Soaring

Digest. I t is a beautiful onl ine magazine, well worth checking out.

Lastly, the world lost two giants this past Fall . Bob Hoover was a world renown pilot and Richard

Crisco was a dear friend and club mate. We have a remembrance of each of those men in this

issue.

Fly 'em high, bring 'em back, and be safe.

Front Cover: Antares OA-5 Mission to resupply
the International Space Station sits poised on the

pad ready for launch on October 17, 2016 from the

Mid-Atlantic Regional Spaceport located on

Wallops Flight Facility, VA.

Photo: A. Mankevich

Back cover: Landing and recovery of the Soyuz
TMA-19M spacecraft which brought Tim Peake
(ESA), Yuri Malenchenko (RSA) and Tim Kopra
(NASA) safely back to Earth.
Photo: ESA

For questions, answers, opinions, fi les, photos, and more NARHAMS, join the

NARHAMS Yahoo group. You have to get yourself a yahoo e-mail address (but you don't

have to use it for anything else), it is free, painless, no ads, and may just be the cure for

the common cold. Also: Facebook if you are not parnoid about that sort of thing.
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ZOG-43 is dedicated to model rocketeers of al l ages,
abil ities, and interest. We are committed to providing the
most current, up-to-date information on model and real
world rocketry, and to provide educational material , as
well as, entertaining information.

ZOG-43 is published bi-monthly and is available to al l
paid up members of NARHAMS. Club membership is
open to all , dues are 1 0 cent per week.

Material in ZOG -43 is copyrighted. Free and unlimited
reproduction is granted with the proper credit to the
author and/or ZOG-43.

I f you have any questions about ZOG- 43, NARHAMS,
subscriptions, or if you have any comment(s),
correspondence, or if you’d l ike to submit an article, send
them to:

ZOG-43
11 7 Coventry Ct.
Macon, NC 27551

Email us at: zog43editor@yahoo.com

About NARHAMS
The National Association of Rocketry Headquarters Astro
Modeling Section, or NARHAMS, serves Baltimore, the
state of Maryland. , Washington, DC and the surrounding
Metropolitan areas. The club is a section (#1 39) of the
National Association of Rocketry (NAR).

We are the oldest continuously active model rocket club
in the United States, first established as a high school
club in 1 963, changing our name to NARHAMS when
chartered as a NAR section in 1 965. NARHAMS is the
only seven time winner of the NAR “Section of the Year”
award (1 997, 1 998, 1 999, 2001 , 2004, 2006, and 2007).

NARHAMS members regularly fly their model rockets at
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt Md, at
Old National Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. and at the
Carrol l County Agriculture Center, near Westminster, Md.

NARHAMS welcomes all to our monthly meetings and
launches.

For detai ls, dates and directions to our club, meetings
and launches, go to: http: //narhams.org
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Chris Ha
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The Federal Aviation Administration’s Office of
Commercial Space Transportation has licensed
eight non-Federal launch sites or commercial
spaceports. The closest to us is the Mid-Atlantic
Regional Spaceport (MARS) located just south of
the Maryland l ine in Wallops Island, Virginia. Like
Cape Canaveral in Florida, MARS is a seaside
launch site. MARS is surrounded by mosquito-
infested tidal marshes and is bordered by the
Wallops Island National Wildl ife Refuge. This
locale results in an isolated, undeveloped nature to
the region. However, conveniences, food and
lodging can be found in nearby Chincoteague,
Virginia.

MARS is capable of launching sounding rockets,
suborbital and orbital launch vehicles. Launch pad
0A is capable of launching medium-class l iquid-
fueled rockets and launch pad OB launches small-
class solid-fueled rockets such as the Minuteman
and Peacekeeper-based Minotaur vehicles. The
orbital fl ights have been made by the Orbital ATK
Minotaur and Antares medium-class launch
vehicles. The inaugural test launch of the Antares
rocket in Apri l 201 3 brought MARS into even
greater prominence with rocket launch spectators.

The Antares OA-5 mission to re-supply the International Space Station (ISS)
was Orbital ATK’s ‘return to fl ight’ launch fol lowing the explosion of the ORB-
3 mission in October 201 4. The mishap had grounded the launch vehicle
while the company updated and tested the Antares rocket with new
Energomash RD-1 81 engines. This was a much-delayed launch and

pressure was on Orbital ATK not only to get its rocket into service,
but also to get the Commercial Resupply Services (CRS) program
back on track fol lowing setbacks by both Space X’s Falcon 9
rocket and Japan’s H-2B rocket. The Antares OA-5 mission was
the 64th successful orbital launch this year and the 1 7th successful
orbital launch by an American rocket in 201 6.

Continued next page

Antares OA-5 Mission to the Space Station
The inside scoop on viewing an Antares launch
from Wallops Island

By: Alex Mankevich – NARHAMS President

Graphic: Orbital ATKOn the pad.
Photo: A. Williams!
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Antares Launch, Continued

Continued next page

The ZOG-43 sent its cub reporters and photojournalists to the October 201 6
launch. ZOG-43 personnel were able to obtain ‘behind the scenes’ passes and
also embedded themselves with the throngs of spectators gathered around
Chincoteague to view the night-time launch. They mingled with the reporters
and photojournalists from the preeminent space exploration websites and
publications such as Spacefl ight Now, Spacefl ight Insider, AmericaSpace and
Space.com. Other media outlets reporting on this launch included Aviation
Week, Popular Science and Star Talk. The NASAWallops Island Visitor
Center’s Educator Resource Room was converted to a press room for the
launch. The media used this room to update the launch status to their
websites, uploaded their most current images and to view the large screen
display of a l ive feed of the rocket as it perched on the launch pad. NASA and
Orbital ATK granted the media closer access to the rocket on the launch pad.
Photojournalists were permitted to set up their remote cameras at the Pad OA
Marshall ing Area 2 only yards away from the launch pad. The media was
allowed to tour the Horizontal Integration Facil ity (HIF).

At the time of the Antares OA-5 mission, the HIF housed the booster to the
upcoming Antares OA-7 mission. Activity inside the HIF picks up about two
months before each launch. Scores of engineers and technicians are brought
in from around the country to integrate the booster stage, upper stage and the
Cygnus spacecraft to make up the fl ight vehicle. The Cygnus spacecraft is
built and fueled elsewhere on Wallops Island, then transported to the HIF to be
integrated into the Antares launch vehicle. The ful ly-assembled rocket is
transported horizontal ly on the Transport Erector Launcher (TEL) to the ramp
up to pad OA.

The actual launch date and time for an ISS resupply mission are decidedly
uncertain. Postponements stem from weather delays and technical problems.
Pre-launch integration, inspection and testing activities al l have to be
completed satisfactori ly. Launches rely upon distant tracking stations which
must be ful ly operational on launch day. Mission control centers across the
globe need to be coordinated in order to manage the rocket’s launch and fl ight.
Scheduling the arrival and departure of other spacecraft visiting the ISS is
another source of Antares launch delays.

I f you plan on viewing an Antares launch, give yourself an extra day to wait out
any last minute delays. Hotels and restaurants are plentiful in nearby
Chincoteague, but lodging may fi l l up fast during the summer season. You’l l
have to tune in to social media for the latest on the launch time and to be

Outside the Horizontal Integration Facility.
Photo: A. Williams

Inside the Horizontal Integration Facility with the OA-7 booster.
Photo: A. Williams
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Continued next page

Night Launch, Continued

advised of any delays that develop. The good news is that
the Antares fl ights have only a five minute launch window.
The Antares launches are timed to coincide with the ISS
passing overhead. I f the fl ight does not launch near its
scheduled time, then the next launch window could begin in
just under 24 hours later.

NASA keeps the public informed of the launch status via
social media outlets such as Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/NASAWFF and Twitter
https://twitter.com/NASA_Wallops. The NASAWallops
Island Visitor Center on Virginia route 1 75 is opened for
extended hours on launch day. The public is directed to
three principal viewing sites; a. the visitor center grounds,
b. the Robert Reed waterfront park on Main Street just over
the causeway bridge in Chincoteague and c. the raised
bike trai l adjacent to Assateague bridge before the entrance
to the National Park. Thousands of spectators wil l clog the
roadways to and from Chincoteague.

The NASAWallops Island Visitor Center sets out numerous
Orbital ATK brochures for the public. These brochures l ist
information regarding the current mission, the Antares
rocket and the Cygnus spacecraft. A white board at the
information desk displays the latest launch date and time.
Bleachers with a clear sightl ine of the launch pad have
been erected on the grounds of the visitor center.
Hundreds of spectators bring their lawn chairs, cameras,
mosquito repellant and snacks. The multitude begins to
assemble at the visitor center even as early as two hours
before the launch. The visitor center’s parking lot fi l ls up to
capacity quite fast. Parking is al lowed off the road on
Virginia route 1 75, but you’l l have to hike some distance to
get onto the visitor center grounds. I f you intend to take
photographs or videos of the launch from the visitor center
grounds, be advised that late-arriving spectators can be
obnoxious and unwil l ing to cooperate.

Binoculars wil l help you locate the distant Antares rocket.
Look for the 307 foot tal l white water tower which is used as

Alex snapping pictures and interviewing Oribtal's Barry Beneski.
Photo: A. Williams

Potogs everywhere!
Photo: A. Williams

Workers finish last minute preps.
Photo: A. Williams

Nightfall and all is ready.
Photo: C. Williams

Sunset and the lights come on.
Photo: A. Williams
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Alex's stunning streakshot of the Antares ascent on its way to a

successful resupply of the ISS!

Photo: A. Mankevich

Night Launch, Continued

a deluge system for cooling and acoustic
suppression. When viewed from the north
(such as from the visitor center), the rocket is
just to the left of the water tower. An umbil ical
support structure is attached to the rocket in
the pre-launch hours, giving the rocket a
‘stubbier’ appearance. Four tal l , thin l ightning
protection towers also surround the rocket.

The initial trajectory of the Antares rocket is
somewhat perpendicular to the shorel ine. I t
takes the rocket eight seconds from ignition to
clear the umbil ical support structure. The
rocket cl imbs seemingly vertical ly for some
seconds before attaining a south-easterly
course. The sound of the engines reaches
you several seconds after ignition. The delay
is due to the sound having to travel some five
miles to your location at the visitor center.
The bil lowing of the white steam burning off of
the launch pad is visible even from this
distance. By the time the second stage
engine ignites at 262 seconds after launch
the rocket is 1 50 kilometers in altitude and the
engine’s flame appears as a small dot in the
sky.

Orbital ATK wil l coordinate with NASA to
determine the date for the next Anatres
mission which has been dubbed OA-7.
Missions OA-4 and OA-6 were previously
launched aboard ULAAtlas rockets from
Cape Canaveral. Tentatively, the OA-7
mission is scheduled for February 201 7.
NASA wil l have to assess its timetable for the
arrival of other companies’ spacecraft to and
from the ISS as well as timing the arrival of
astronauts delivered by the Russian Soyuz
spacecraft. Orbital ATK is under agreement
with NASA to launch at least 1 7 resupply
missions to the ISS through 2024.

We have ignition.
Photo: C. Williams

Liftoff!
Photo: C. Williams
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By Kevin Johnson, NAR 77083

November Sport Launch Report- Weather, Scouts, and TARC

Kevin Johnson, NAR 77083

There’s always a chance that when you sign up to be launch manager that you

wil l have to make a decision to cancel the launch due to weather. You don’t

l ike to do that, but no one likes standing out in the rain, or wind trying to get a

fl ight in, so you have to scrub the launch. Sometimes you find out that there

wil l be two scouting groups who picked your launch day for their pack rocket

launch day. Those are the days you wish you could make a weather based

decision to scrub the launch.

I ’m happy to say that we didn’t have to cancel due to weather, although it

looked iffy in the days leading up to the November sport launch. The order of

the day was fly early though, as the winds were forecasted to shift from the

South to the West and pick up speed in the afternoon. After setting up the range, and

answering some questions from some folks in the park, Alex Mankevich and James

Miers were the first club members to fly. James made great use of his Jol ly Logic Chute

Release to keep his scratch built models out of the trees. I f you haven’t put one on your

wish l ist this hol iday, do it now.

The launch table was pretty slow unti l 1 2:30 or so when the first scouts from Brunswick

Pack 277 started to arrive. While the scouts were getting organized (thanks to Mark

Wise and Alex for helping with that) Fyn and Thorsten Bruenjes started making their bid

for most fl ights. I saw Fyn up at the check in table almost every rack. We also had a

TARC group from CMIT-NSBE Fire come out to make some test fl ights.

As predicted, around 2:30 the winds changed, and starting picking up strength. Our

anemometer showed sustained winds around 1 2 MPH with gusts brushing 1 9 MPH. By

that time the scouts had left, and we closed the range right around 3:00. When the dust

had settled, we had collected 68 fl ight cards during the day. The motor breakout is in

the attached chart.
Continued next page

November Sport Launch Report- Weather, Scouts, and TARC

Launch Manager Kevin Johnson delivered a Safety Briefing and

explained the flight card/pad assignment routine to scout pack 277

prior to them launching their Gnomes.

Photo: A. Mankevich

Jim Miers’ scratch built rocket flying off his own away launch pad.

Photo: A. Mankevich
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Top fl ier honors were shared by James Miers and Fyn

Bruenjes, who each flew 5 times. The TARC team

was 2nd with 4 fl ights. I didn’t even bring a rocket to

fly, so I got a goose egg this month.

As we were leaving the field, we got a chance to meet

the new park ranger. He almost broke the suspension

on his pick-up driving over to see why we were driving

on the grass. Seems he didn’t get the memo about

our monthly launches, or our permission to have a

limited number of vehicles on the grass. A note to

future launch managers to try and keep the number of

cars parked out at the range head limited, just in case

we come under more scrutiny.

November Sport Launch, Continued

A dramatic view of Jim Miers’

scratch built rocket resting on his

own away launch pad.

Photo: A. Mankevich

A dramatic view of Jim Miers preparing a rocket early in the launch day.

Photo: A. MankevichMark Wise demonstrates how to fill out a flight card to cub scout pack 277.

Photo: A. Mankevich
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Text and Photos By: Ed Pearson

November 201 6 Goddard Launch Report

Sarah Jackson helping at the rack.

Alex Mankevich doing check-in.

Long queue awaiting check-in and rail assignment.

Continued next page
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November Goddard Launch, Continued

Red Fat Boy launched in the memory ofRichard Crisco. A UFO (circled) dedicated to the

memory ofHerb Desind. Lower right: model by North County High student Robert

Longo, recently here from San Antonio.

NARHAMS range crew from left: William Boublitz,

Ole Ed, Ed Jackson, Sarah Jackson, Alex Mankevich.

Photo: J. Saba

Bill Boublitz performing check-in.

Ed Jackson helping at the rack, when not

running the launch.
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Continued next page

Build Your Own Wind Tunnel
Thanks for the great find, Kevin Johnson!
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Wind Tunnel, Continued

Coming Next Issue:
Complete instrumentation

for your
wind tunnel  beam balance

and drag balance
for testing of parts and

models.

Meeting Highlights

October

November

Dimitri Avramov (L) and Dale
Winsor at the October club mtg.
-- the 1 7th anniversary of Dimitri
immigrating to the U.S. and Dale
joined the club; but he isn't new
to NARHAMS--he was a club

member back in 1 965! Congrats
to both.

Scenes from NARHAMS November 201 6 planning meeting. Upper left:
Maria Ha holds her (six month old) granddaughter All ison. Upper right:
David Clark shows off the Halloween costume of his son--Evan. Evan
was born August 1 6. In the background is Robert Longo, a high school

freshman moved here recently from Texas and getting together a
TARC team. Lower left: John McCoy repairs the control ler for launch
system 1 . Lower right: Alex Mankevich brought sodas to the mtg as

refreshments.

Photos: E. Pearson
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NARHAMS member Richard Crisco passed away in his
sleep at age 56, October 4, 201 6. He was the safety
check-in officer at the club's monthly Goddard Space
Flight Center launches, where he served since 201 2,
shortly after joining the club.

A lifelong Boy Scout of America (BSA) member, Richard
also served NARHAMS as scout coordinator for monthly
Mt Airy launches and any scout outreach program. He
helped scouts prepare and launch, and when the scouts
didn't have a rocket or engine he would lend or give
them models/motors.

In the scouts, he served as the volunteer quartermaster
for the Harford Council , was in the
Order of the Arrow (BSA's National Honor Society) and
earned a Silver Beaver—awarded to adult leaders who
do distinguished community service and impact youth
l ives. I t is a true honor and not awarded to those who
seek it.

Carl Richard Crisco (he preferred Richard to distinguish
himself from his dad, Carl Crisco, Jr. , a research scientist
at Edgewood Arsenal's Army Nuclear Effects Laboratory)
was raised in Bel Air, Maryland and the son of the late
Carl Jr. , and Mary Beth Crisco, a master l ibrarian for
Harford County. In fact, he attended his mom's alma
mater—Bel Air High where she was a (four-sport) star
athlete.

While at Bel Air, he lettered for the Bobcats in baseball ,
basketball , track and field (earning his honors in the
shot-put) and football ! In 1 977 he was named to the all-
county and metro football teams—for both defense and
offense. Richard was defensive, offensive l inesmen, and
a placekicker, and when ranked with receivers and

In Memory of
Richard Crisco
By Ed Pearson

Continued next page

Photo: A. Mankevich

Photo: A. Mankevich

Photo: A. Mankevich

Photo: A. Mankevich

Photo: A. Mankevich
Photo: D. Emmanuel
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running backs, he came in 1 0th for that year in the
county for scoring points.

He graduated in 1 978 with a 3.9 GPA and was
recruited by West Point. He chose instead to go to
Virginia's College of Wil l iam and Mary on a football ful l
scholarship. An injury, broken ankle, sidel ined his
playing during his first year and he helped throughout
college with the coaching staff. He graduated with
degrees in physical education and a certificate in sport
medicine.

After college he obtained a trainer position with the
Jacksonvil le Bulls with the short-l ived U.S. Football
League and later as a systems administrator and IT
special ist with a Maryland insurance firm.

An 1 8-year marriage ended in divorce shortly before
he joined NARHAMS four years ago.

A year ago he complained of weakness in his legs,
and in October, 201 5, he was diagnosed with
Anyotropic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS). As the disease
quickly progressed, he moved from Pylesvil le to Bel
Air and l ived with his brother, Mark, and sister-in-law,
Kathy, where they cared for him unti l the end. Richard
is also survived by another brother, John, and his wife
Dayna of Ell icott City.

Area club members wil l long remember Richard's
smil ing face, quiet friendly demeanor, eagerness to
help, and in this last year, his loving accompaniment
by Mark and Kathy at almost every club meeting and
launch. (Mark and Kathy under Richard's supervision,
became good check-in officers at Goddard).

In 201 5, before we knew of his i l lness, NARHAMS
awarded our highest honor For Rocketeers of
Greatness (FROG award) to Richard.

The family plans to donate his rocket supplies to the
Harford BSA to continue his legacy of helping.

Richard Crisco, continued

Photo: A. Mankevich

Photo: E. Pearson
Photo: E. Pearson

Photo: E. Pearson
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By Don Carson, Launch Manager

October 1 5 was a busy day for rocketeers in the DMVP area. Both

NARHAMS and NOVAAR were hosting their monthly sport

launches, Pittsburgh Space Command was holding the fourth Carl

McLawhorn Memorial Flyoff and the local scouts were holding their

2nd Annual Rocket into Scouting Cub Scout Adventure Day (which

NARHAMS supported)! That and some rocketeers went fishing, go

figure.

The weather in Mt. Airy was spectacular. On the ground we had

some complications. Soccer games on the nearby upper field forced

us to l imit motors to D or less for a good part of the day. Even worse,

it was Picture Day for al l the future Pele’s. The photo operations

were set up on the field between us and the soccer field, cramping

us even more. We had a chat with the folks in charge of the picture

taking and everyone was cooperative. They did have to rearrange

their set up, as our range ended up in the background of the team

photos. What l ittle wind there was carried nearly everything away

from them. We only had one model land in amongst them and the

team being photographed had it spotted the whole way down.

By mid-afternoon, the photo business was done and the official games were completed.

There was some pick up activity on the upper field so we posted a lookout down there

(bless your heart, Ole Ed) and opened up business for the higher powered MPR models.

I t was a leisurely day of flying. The theme for the launch was Odd Rocs. We had a few.

We had a total of 82 fl ights burning 84 motors, including 2 staged models. We only had

2 prangs but nobody hurt. Most of the models were landing within a couple of hundred

feet of the pads.

Continued next page

October 201 6 Mt Airy Sport Launch

Checking the new guys' connections

Photo: D. and E. Danielczyk

Mike Kelly and Jef Fineran with Jef's KitBash Mean Machine

Photo: E. Pearson

Photo: D. Carson
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There were at least 11 fl ights using the popular Jol ly Logic Chute

Release. Three of those were no-deploys. I know one of those (mine)

was operator error. All landed safely, even with the chutes not ful ly

deployed.

Jef Fineran got his KitBash entry qualified on a very nice fl ight.

I only recorded one model lost to the trees, not a bad day. My thanks to

everyone who helped set up and tear down the range, as 1 6th Century

Dramatist John Heywood would say, “Many hands make light work.”

Motor tal ly: 1 /4A (1 ); 1 /2A (2); A (25); B (1 9); C (1 3);

D (1 6); E (1 ); F 55); G (3)

October Sport Launch, Continued

3 on R: Jim Miers enlisted the

help of local walk-on Braden

with prep and recovery. He's

hooked.

4 on L: Ed, Sarah, and Tom

Jackson were out in force with

Odd Rocs.

Photos: D. Carson
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Katherine (my daughter) and I travelled with other NARHAMSters

in August to the World Spacemodeling Championship (WSMC) in

Lviv, Ukraine. This was our 6th adventure pursuing rocketry &

social fun in unusual parts of the world. Our first trip was to

Baikonur, Kazakhstan when Katherine was 11 ; trips to Spain,

Serbia, Slovakia, and Bulgaria fol lowed.

We swapped roles this year:

Katherine has been a

competitor while I have

(usually) been a US team

supporter, but this year

Katherine was the US Junior

Team manager and I

competed — poorly in the S3

(parachute duration) event,

not as poorly in the S9

(autogyro duration) event.

I attribute the better S9 result to (1 ) making lots of models and

selecting the best of the best; and (2) teammates picking air for me!

I have become better at packing l ight

— squeezing models, launch pad

/launcher, and tools into a single hard-

case -- but luggage logistics remain

daunting. Katherine getting stuck with

everyone’s luggage in the back seat

of the bus has become a regular part

of travel to a WSMC. She accepts the

burden with grace and good humor.

The launch site in Ukraine was excellent. Nothing wil l beat the flat

desert and blue skies of Kazakhstan but the field this year was fun to

fly on. Chris and I scoped it out early the day before official flying

began, and made a few practice fl ights to get a l ittle experience with

new motors. This day was overcast and almost rainy but the official

flying days were great.

For a couple of days downrange was toward a modest farming

community. The usual corn fields (dammit), beans, squash, pumpkin,

…, and some unusual herbs tucked between rows.

You can barely see the prep tents at the top in the left photo; the right

photo is from the launch pad looking back toward the farm fields.

(Here Katherine is consulting with our Aurora Flight Sciences friend

and translator, Grigoriy.)

WSMC Sights and Scenes
By Steve Humphrey

Continued next page
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Making friends is a highl ight of

each WSMC. Having beer on the

field is another highl ight. Here I

combined these highl ights by

being the best customer of the

Pravda Beer Theatre. The “Cold

Craft Beer!” was refreshing, and

at less than a dollar a cup a deal.

Of course, I

became the

best

customer by

buying beer

for others. No, real ly!

The week-long

WSMC is tiring, with

days that start and

end like this. I t can

be hot and sweaty (or cold

and rainy!) I t can be

frustrating, competing

against excellent modelers

much better than me. But

we’re always glad to have

gone, and we miss it when

we’re home.

The flying facil ities

seem to get more

sophisticated every

year. The jumbo

screen was a

welcome addition this

year, al lowing us to

watch the action from

our seats in the prep

area. Feeding this

screen — and the

rest of the world! —

were several fixed

and roving cameras.

Here we watched

Jonathan Jacomb of

the United Kingdom

team launch his S2P

model (precision

payload, a TARC-like

competition).

I l ike helping out with deep recovery. I t’s relaxing — sitting, waiting —

except when it’s not — running after models, tripping through farm

fields, dodging angry bulls. Having a car helps, of course — makes

chasing models easier, sure, but a comfy seat and portable shade are

nice.

A florescent yel low shirt is de rigueur for deep recovery — helps keep

track of each other. But I was also flying this day so wore the required

uniform shirt.

WSMC, continued
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By: Alex Mankevich, NARHAMS President

We were lucky to get in the October 201 6 Goddard Launch since the whole preceding week was a total
washout with al l the rain. The drive down to Greenbelt tested our faith as we kept on running into mist and
fog. As if by magic, the misty dampness abated and the skies began to clear just as we approached the
Visitor Center. The launch was actual ly held under improving weather conditions. Greeting us were the
newly-repair sidewalk slabs.

We set up the launch range on the concrete in front of the
white Delta rocket since the firing station’s wheeled rack
tends to sink into the soft, damp grass. Also, should the rain
have returned, it’s easier to move everything back indoors
from the Delta rocket’s location. Set up was completed
early, so we had plenty of time to assist and advise the
visitors and to discuss rocketry matters.

Ole Ed Pearson gallantly performed the Safety Check
station. (New) Ed Jackson has been nicely settl ing into the
Firing Officer role and he also performed the Safety Briefing.
Mike Cochran aced the pad assistance and misfire
corrections. Alex Mankevich helped with the range set up
and performed the notification to the federal regulatory
agencies. Alex started off as pad assistant, but then
switched to the rocket recovery role. Alex took up a position
at the tree line down the hil l from the Astrobiology Walk. He
was able to keep an eye out for low flying aircraft and was
able to spot the landing of rockets drifting towards the lower
parking lot. Alex’s switch of duties was made possible by the
timely arrival of Bil l Boublitz. Bi l l did both pad assistance
and Safety Check duties. Bil l ’s extra hands allowed us to
run a smoother operation and to interact more with the
visitors.

Unlike the September 201 6 Goddard launch at which most
rockets ended up in the trees, this launch was held under calm wind conditions. Only two rockets were
lost to the trees and one rocket was recovered successful ly. No rockets went over the fence for a change,
meaning that a NASA-badged employee was not needed for rocket retrieval.

A total of 59 fl ights were flown. Only a few misfires showed down the launch action. Eleven rocketeers
were awarded First Time Flyer certificates.

October 201 6 Goddard Launch Report: Bill Made it Easy

Kevin and his daughter Alex and their Dr.

Who-themed shirts.

Photo: E. Pearson

Bill Boublitz (L) helped load racks,

spelled ole Ed as checkin, and guided

visitors to the rack.

Photo: E. Pearson

Firing Officer Ed Jackson launches a model.

Photo: E. Pearson

Continued next page
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October Goddard Launch, Continued

Ole Ed confers, the Dude abides

Photo: A. Mankevich

Ole Ed running Safety Check-in

Photo: A. Mankevich

Left-A visitor named John loading his Mosquito.

John is 0-4 for the last four months in locating his

flown Mosquitos. Right-John shows off his purchase

for next month's launch.

Photo: E. Pearson

Mike Ratel sets up on the grass to prep

his models.

Photo: E. Pearson

Mike Cochran tells a visitor what goes on in

the nearby buildings.

Photo: E. Pearson

Ed Jackson (L) tells visitors about

rocketry between racks.

Photo: E. Pearson
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build some interest at the Reading, Pa. trade show. His answer was

to take that unmodified production plane through a challenging

aerobatic routine. On one fl ight he flew so low he scraped the paint

right off the plane’s belly. Sales went into orbit!

Along with demos of an OV-1 0 “Bronco light attack craft, and his

legendary yellow P-51 Mustang, we saw the Shrike Turbo

Commander flying every day of TRANSPO. What always got

everyone on their feet was the last two and one half minutes of fl ight.

This showed the then novel idea of “fl ight energy management”. I t

included a dive into a “Cuban Eight” double horizontal loop, to an

eight point hesitation rol l back through show center, and a

“barnstormer” turn to wing-rocking “Tennessee Waltz” landing. This

concluded with a rol l al l the way down the fl ight l ine to park right in

front of the Rockwell sales chalet. Big whup, right? Except that by this

time he had had both engines completely off for over three minutes.

No sound but the air whooshing across Hoover’s wings. Every

demonstration was a master class in the craft of fl ight.

He wil l be warmly remembered by the mil l ions who he entertained

across the world.

Local NAR members of a certain age wil l sadly note the passing of air

show star Bob Hoover. His legendary career in mil itary and civi l ian

test fl ight spanned over six decades. A native of Tennessee, his death

from heart fai lure was reported Oct. 25 in Torrance California. He was

94.

He was one of the Greatest Generation, who flew and fought Hitler’s

Luftwaffe. After his escape from a German POW camp, Hoover was

involved in some of the most important aviation projects of the post-

WW II era. Famously best pals with Chuck Yeager, he shot that

famous photo of the speeding Bell X-1 as Chuck accelerated towards

the dreaded “sound barrier” in October of 1 947.

Many of us first saw him as a

featured fl ight performer at the

famous “TRANSO-72”event.

This government-sponsored

trade show was the largest

such event in American history.

I t occupied huge parts of the

Dulles airport grounds and

lasted more than a week.

Washington region NAR

section members performed

rocket demonstrations throughout the show run, and were treated to

multiple Hoover shows each day.

Perhaps his most interesting routine involved a twin-engine high

winged executive prop plane called the Rockwell Commander. The

plane’s sales were very low in the late Sixties and Hoover was asked

Beloved Pilot R.A. Hoover “Flies West”

By Alan Williams, NAR 1 41 37

Photo: Airshow Wiki

Photo: NASA
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The National Pike District Boy Scouts of America hosted its Second

Annual Cub Fun Day event on Saturday October 1 5, 201 6 at Camp

Michael, located on Folly Quarter Road near Ell icott City, Maryland.

The scouts provided the rocket kits, engines and

volunteers, and NARHAMS provided the launch

and safety equipment and supervised the rocket

launches. This Saturday was the same day as

the October 201 6 Sport Launch in Old National

Pike Park. Alex had brought NARHAMS System

2 for the scout launch.

Lisa Macek of the National Pike District

Membership - Baltimore Area Council Boy scouts

of America was the main contact for this event.

Lisa provided two 5 foot long tables and some

lawn chairs to be used on the range. Lisa

dedicated her day to assisting Alex by preparing the igniter wires

and motors.

The farm on which the launch was held is property owned by the

brother of one of the scout leaders. The launch site was a corn field

that had already been harvested. The lower portions of the corn

stalks were sti l l embedded in the

ground, but otherwise it was a nice,

flat field with plenty of sight l ines to

watch for oncoming aircraft. We

were able to get our vehicles close

to the launch range, so that carrying the equipment wasn’t so

burdensome.

The day was organized into several activities

for the scouts. The activities included

orienteering, first aid, outdoor ethics, hiking

and archery. Fifty-five youths registered for

the Cub Fun Day. The rocket launch was one

of the day’s highl ights, as can be noted by the

decal and patch the pack had created for this

event (see accompanying images).

The pack had purchased numerous Gnomes

and A1 0-3T motors for the on-field rocket

building. Other youngsters brought their

private model rockets for launch. Among these rockets were the

Amazon, Crossfire and Alpha. Surprisingly, only one Alpha I I I took

to the air. Most of the fl ights flew well and only one rocket ended up

in the trees. There were the usual number of igniter wire fai lures

and two fl ights tore through their elastic shock cords. The launching

ended at 4:00 pm on what was an outstanding autumn day in

central Maryland.

Outreach: Rocket Launch for
the 2nd Annual Rocket Into
Scouting Cub Scout
Adventure Day
By Alex Mankevich

The range, acres and acres of corn stubble.

Photo: A. Mankevich
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4. Single blade works better than double,
but are harder to find. This came from a
pack of (4) for a dollar at the Dollar Store.
I usually do it under water, but couldn't
quite hold the camera, blade, etc. and

take picture.

Tom's Tips  Shaving CA
Removing CA from fingers. Not sure about everyone
else, but I often get a good deal of CA caked on my

fingers. Solvents wil l eventual ly get it off. However, when
it is thick, giving it a shave is quick and easy.

1 . I keep a razor with
my CA

2. When CA gets caked on my finger. . .

3. I shave it off.
Works wherever
you get a patch of
CA on your hands.

5. Nice and
clean.

Tip courtesy of Tom Broeski and the
fine folks at R/C Soaring Digest, Vol.
33, No. 12.
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By Jennifer Ash

The Carl McLawhorn Memorial Fly-off was Oct 1 5-1 6 in Pittsburgh,

and is done to honor the founder of Semroc, Carl McLawhorn. The

only NARHAMSter that made it was team Qualified Flight. The team

had decided to fly as independents, but that won't stop me from

reporting the fun.

The events were AAltitude (with Altimeter), 1 /4A Parachute Duration,

A Flexwing, F Helicopter Duration, and B Boost Glider, with a Semroc

kit (gentlemen's agreement.)

I t was C and T division for this meet. C division was comprised of

Glenn Feveryear, John Pace, Greg Bock, Bruce Canino, Jim

Gearheart, and Alan Stokker.

I t seemed team division would be the tough one. There were The

Flying I-Beam Kids (Steve, Rod and John), me (as Qualified Flight,

Pool, then Beverages), Duck! (Scott and Sarah Alexander), The Jedi

Masters from Ohio (Mike Nowak and Wolf Kiparski) and the H-Bomb,

from Canada, Chris and Mark Halinaty.

There was a total of 7 sections, including the IND one. States

represented were New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia,

Maryland and the country of Canada.

Michala was at school, but sent her small altimeter with her dad and

sister. Neither of us had a B BG Semroc model, so I built Semroc's

retro Estes kit, Astron Constel lation Payload for my AAltitude. I got a

whooping 69 meters on a mighty A8-3. I figured if I couldn't fly the B

BG as a Semroc model, I might as well fly something with Semroc. B

BG would be the only event QFPB didn't fly.

I remember flying G-HD

at a Steel City, and

having Bob Alway fly an

Estes Portapad as his

model. I flew a scaled up

modified Tri-F-O, a

George Gassaway plan. I

found it, and decided I

should and fly it again for

F. This proved a good

idea, since by Saturday

night, I was the only one

who had a "qualified

fl ight" of 1 3 seconds.

While reviewing data on

Saturday with Scott

Alexander and the Flying

I Beam kids, Steve asked

for my model, and he

proceeded to copy it in

cardboard. After a phone

call to his teammate, John Brohm, they finished building on the field

to get their qualified fl ight of 11 seconds. Not dusting it off for flying

helped us get 2 more seconds! The Jedi Master won the team

division with their "rebuilt Saturday night in the hotel room" model,

with 68 seconds. C division tried many times, but no one could get a

good fl ight in F Helicopter. They had better practice, since it is G

Helicopter at NARAM this year. I think I wil l make sure the Tri-F-O is

in the box.

1 /4A Parachute and A Flexwing models were outflying the big field.

Carl McLawhorn Memorial Flyoff 4 Contest Report

Continued next page

Jen gets her KitBash Contest entry qualified

Photo: S. Alexander
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Several people flew a second clunkier model to get a return, or

would run for a few miles to get their model back. For B-BG, Glenn

flew his first model away, couldn't recover it, and DQ'd his second.

A TARC team showed up on Sunday and did 2 qualified fl ights. I

couldn't bel ieve they wanted to get al l of their fl ights in before the

Apri l deadline. They did OK, but I am sure if they took the next few

months to dial in their model, they could go to finals. We wil l see!

I did fly several sport models while in Pittsburgh. I tried to fly as

many sport launches as I did contest fl ights. In honor of Carl, I flew

my Launch Magazine model. Scott and Sarah were witnesses to my

Kitbash model, which wil l be seen at the holiday party. I t was also a

good time to get my box and chair back from the Alexanders, who

had transported it to NARAM and back for me. In the box was a

sport model That Tube Rocket from Andy Jackson. That got a fl ight

in as well .

I left at noon on Sunday, before the awards, but sti l l managed to win

an ASP $5 gift certificate.

CMMF 4, Continued

Tiamat ATAmissile with 07-04-1945 Test Launch booster!

Photo: A. Williams

The Latest from McCoy's
Workshop

John McCoy's 1 : 23.5765 scale model!

Photo: J. McCoy

Another 43
Sighting -
You Can
Run, But

You Cannot
Hide
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National
Rocketry

Convention
Coming To Our
Area Next Year!

Upcoming Meeting
Presentation Topics:

December 3 - Holiday Pot Luck Dinner and Raffle
January 7 Control ler Operations
February 4 Open Building Session

Upcoming Launch Themes:

December 1 7 - Open theme
January No Launch
February 1 8 President Launching

Bits and Pieces

The online registration for the 201 7 NAR Convention
(NARCON 201 7) is now open online. The NAR’s annual
convention wil l be held February 24-26, 201 7 at the
Crowne Plaza Dulles Airport Hotel in Herndon, VA.
NARCON wil l include the fol lowing interesting activities:

• 28 breakout groups on a wide range of topics in 4
tracks: model rocketry, TARC techniques, high power
rocketry, and professional spaceflight
• A research and development competition with $1000
in cash prizes
• A banquet with Lee Piester as the keynote speaker,
talking about the founding of Centuri Engineering
Company in the early days of our hobby
• Displays and presentations by rocketry product
manufacturers
• A tour of a local aerospace company on Friday 
• Special tours of the Udvar Hazy Center of the
Smithsonian National Air & Space Museum on Sunday;
it is less than 5 miles from the convention site

This is a great rocketry activity for those winter months
where flying isn't so much fun. Student members of
registered TARC 201 7 teams wil l be able to attend
NARCON free (the dinner is extra).
The event website with more details on the activities
and online registration is information is www.narcon.org

Trip Barber
NAR 4322 L3
NARCON-201 7 Director

Welcome New/Renewing Members

New Members

Dale Windsor, Ed Danielczyk

Renewals

Dave Fuller, Shafer family(Natal ie,Rachel,John and Tamyra),
Ha family (Tom, Maria, Chris, Zach, Heather), Mike Kelly, Larry

Levine, Jennifer Ash, Ed Giugl iano
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NARAM-59 Competition
and Sport Launch

Announced!

Events:
Open Spot Landing
C altitude (tracked)

B Super-roc Altitude (altimeter)
C Payload Altitude (altimeter)
B Eggloft Altitude (tracked)

G Helicopter Duration C and T divisions
D Helicopter Duration A and B divisions

C Flex-wing Duration
Scale

Concept Scale
Research & Development

Jul 29 - Aug 4
Muskegon, MI

They are also planning an FAI World Cup
Event, along with high power and other

fun events

For current info, go to
www.nar.org

East Coast Regional Meet Events and Date Announced!

The 44th running of ECRM will be held on June 1 7-1 8, 201 7 at the Old
National Park, Mt Airy, MD. The events will be:

1 /2A Streamer Duration
B Eggloft Duration
Open Spot Landing
Random Duration
Classic Model

1 /2A Rocket Glider

Continued next page

Adrel Altimeter Rumours

From Matt Steele: Just got work from Artur Swed that the Adrel altimeter

software has been updated to work with Windows 1 0! ! !

I forwarded a suggestion about a no cost USB handler, and I suspect Mr.

Swed found it and implemented it.

I am working on a large purchase of units through NCR so they can be sold

in the US.

Once I get that rol l ing, I wil l address the data divergence issue.

Competition Corner: ECRM and NARAM Details
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Competition Corner, Continued

Richard Morrow has announced that his publication “Small

Sounding Rockets” c2000 is now back in print. This is a must-

have book for scale model rocketeers and for rocketry history

buffs.

The companion CD has many color photos and enlargeable

drawings of the vehicles in the book. New to the “Small Sounding

Rockets” companion CD is an exhaustive l ibrary of blueprints of

the Cooper Development Corporation ASP-I (Plumbob), SCAMP,

and ASCAMP with the sampler (diffuser) nose. The most

complete data on the Terrapin is also included.

Scale and History Fans
Small Sounding Rockets Is

Back
Improved with Available CD!

NIght Launch History Data Needed!

John McCoy is updating the Night Launch Tech-Tip. He's in
particular need of any photos and accounts for Night Launches
for the years 1 999, 2000, 2005 (the 1 st of two NL that year 05-
1 4-2005), 2006, 2007, 2009, & 2011 . These years there was little
or no coverage in the Zog.

His personal Fl ight Log & photo gallerys have some information
on several of the missing years but his fi les are mostly detai led
fl ight data for his rockets, general weather info and observations.

Any and All insights, Memories, Photo's or captions of these
unreported Zog-43 years wil l be greatly appreciated. Please
pass the along to John at: mrcluster@yahoo.com.
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NARHAMS
201 7

Calendar
Updated version
maintained at:

http: //www.narhams.
org/calendar.html

Note: Anyone wishing
to volunteer to do a

meeting refreshments
or to serve as a Mt.

Airy launch manager
kindly email President

Alex Mankevich to
express your interest.
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